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In the new era, the vitality of urban space is an important engine of urban

development, and the improvement of urban space vitality is the core

component of urban spatial structure optimization and space renewal.

However, the availability of data is an important issue in the evaluation of

urban space vitality, and continuous vitality monitoring of the entire city is

difficult to achieve through traditional methods of field research and

questionnaire interviews. Due to this challenge, the traditional vitality

assessment methods have serious limitations in the analysis of vitality causes

and the guidance of urban space development. Using mobile phone signaling

data, this study takes Changsha City as an example to measure the urban spatial

vitality and uses the SEM model to analyze how market intervention, traffic

accessibility, and spatial characteristics affect the density and stability of urban

spatial populations. The results show that the overall urban space vitality density

and vitality stability demonstrates an obvious “center–periphery” pattern, and

the vitality of the urban center area is in a “high density–low stability” state. The

overall urban vitality density on rest days is slightly lower than that on weekdays,

and the stability of vitality on rest days is significantly higher than that on

weekdays. Market intervention and transportation accessibility support vitality

density, but not vitality stability, and spatial characteristics are the opposite. The

findings can provide insights relevant to urban spatial planning and design.
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1 Introduction

Since the implementation of the reform and opening-up policy, China has

experienced unprecedented urbanization (Jin et al., 2017). Land-dominated

urbanization (Zeng et al., 2018) has led to explosive growth of urban built-up

areas (Huang et al., 2017). Many large cities have also entered a concentrated

outbreak period of “urban diseases” (Hui et al., 2014) such as “ghost towns,”

“traffic congestion,” and “environmental deterioration.” Such rapid urban space

expansion has concerned scholars about the creation of urban space vitality
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(Batty, 2016). The government has also noticed the potential

problems in the process of urbanization and has made urban

physical examination and promotion of urban vitality an

important strategic task for urban space development in

the new era (Wang et al., 2022). At present, the

development of urban space in China has fully entered the

era of stock development, and the supply of new construction

land in a large number of cities has been severely restricted

(Xia et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2021). The development model of

China’s large cities has gradually shifted from incremental

planning to stock planning (Xia et al., 2019). In this context,

the academic community and the general public have

generally recognized that using the huge stock space

formed by rapid urbanization (Wang et al., 2017; He et al.,

2018) to enhance the vitality of space is an important means to

improve the quality of urban space and alleviate urban

diseases. Therefore, an understanding of urban vitality is

essential for cities to be vibrant and sustainable (Lang

et al., 2016). The study of urban spatiotemporal vitality

pattern provides a new way to alleviate the problems of

blind urban expansion and resource allocation imbalance

(Liu and Long, 2019). Moreover, analyzing the temporal

and spatial laws of urban space vitality and its impact

mechanism can effectively provide an important basis for

enhancing urban space vitality and promoting high-quality

development of urban space.

Since Jacobs proposed the concept of urban vitality, it has

received extensive attention from multiple disciplines

(Delclòs-Alió et al., 2019). The connotation and dimension

of the concept of urban vitality are one of the important issues

to be studied in urban planning disciplines (Pakoz and Isik,

2022). Urban vitality is the source and driving force of urban

development, which directly affects urban development and

the satisfaction of the urban population (Lan et al., 2020; Guo

et al., 2022). Researchers generally believe that urban vitality

reflects the interaction between various human activities and

existing urban facilities, and plays a crucial role in promoting

comprehensive, coordinated, and sustainable urban

development (Wu. et al., 2018; Mouratidis and Poortinga,

2020). Urban vitality represents the level of human activities

in different times and spaces of the city (Li et al., 2016; Li and

Liu, 2016), and good urban vitality reflects the relationship

between urban space and urban population. Human

relationships also reflect the quality of urban space (Jin

et al., 2017).

At present, academia has carried out numerous research

works on the vitality of urban space. In terms of study area

type, current research on urban vitality mainly focuses on

urban parks (Zhu et al., 2020; Mu et al., 2021; Mushkani and

Ono, 2021), commercial centers (Guo et al., 2022) and

communities (Li et al., 2022), waterfront space (Liu et al.,

2021; Niu et al., 2021), urban streets (Gehl et al., 2006), and

other aspects of spatial vitality measurement and analysis of

influencing factors. In addition, many scholars often use

urban vitality to evaluate the quality of urban development

(Lan et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2022). In terms of data usage,

availability of data used to be the primary issue for

quantitative analysis of urban vitality (Sung and Lee, 2015;

Ye et al., 2017). In recent years, the development of

information and communication technology and perception

technology has provided new data, methods, and research

objects for urban vitality research (García-Palomares et al.,

2018; Kim, 2018). A wealth of microscale geographic open

data, including social media data, mobile phone trajectories,

points of interest (POIs), night-lighting data (Zheng et al.,

2017), location-based service data (Jin et al., 2017), and smart

card records, can be used for quantitative and systematic

studies of urban density and urban vitality (Liu et al., 2015;

Xia et al., 2017; Wu and Niu, 2019; Tu et al., 2020). Compared

with traditional census and survey data, these geotagged big

data have a large sample size, high penetration rate, and strong

timeliness, which have significant advantages for us to study

urban vitality further (Ye et al., 2017; Wu, et al., 2018), thereby

promoting the research paradigm shift of dynamic

observation of static data analysis items (Liu and Long,

2019). In recent years, many studies have attempted to

analyze spatial big data from different sources to explore

urban vitality (Tang et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2019). For

example, mobile phone signaling data (MPSD) can provide

more objective and high-resolution data for urban spatial

vitality research (Birenboim and Shoval, 2016; Chen and

Akar, 2016; Delclòs-Alió et al., 2019). In terms of selection

of influencing factors, in the evaluation of urban vitality at a

regional or national level with cities as the basic units, socio-

economic data are mainly selected as influencing factors.

Examples of these socio-economic data are per capita gross

domestic product and per capita fiscal revenue (Lan et al.,

2020; Shi et al., 2021). In the research on the vitality of urban

interior space, the selection of influencing factors is mainly

based on public service facilities (education, entertainment

facilities, etc.), landscape elements (human landscape

elements, natural landscape elements), and traffic

accessibility (subway, taxi) as the main body (Delclòs-Alió

et al., 2019; Mouratidis and Poortinga, 2020; Li et al., 2021;

Niu et al., 2021; Yue et al., 2021). In terms of research

methods, global and local regression models (Fan et al.,

2021), space syntax (Xu and Chen, 2021), and other

methods are widely used. In recent years, structural

equation model methods have been increasingly applied to

urban space research for causal analysis, especially for latent

variables that cannot be directly observed (Mouratidis and

Poortinga, 2020; Liu et al., 2021).

In summary, in-depth research on urban vitality and its

influencing factors can help shed light on the complex

relationship between urban vitality and socio-economic

order (Lang et al., 2016; Li et al., 2022). Moreover, it can
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help urban planners and policymakers develop effective urban

sustainability plans (Laman et al., 2019; Meng and Xing,

2019). Urban planners often expect to plan and build a

space with high vitality, yet spaces with high vitality cannot

be attributed to planning alone. The formation of spatial

vitality is significantly affected by market economic

activities. Therefore, planners trying to plan or update

urban space to enhance urban vitality must master the

status and influencing factors of urban space vitality.

However, for urban planners, little research and discussion

have been conducted on the spatial and temporal

characteristics of the overall spatial vitality of a city, for

example, what affects urban spatial vitality, and what

factors are the most important. This involves many issues:

how the vitality of urban space is affected by factors of the

built environment and how to optimize the spatial structure

on the overall scale of the city to enhance the vitality of space.

In addition, current research mainly uses regression models to

explain the impact of various environmental characteristics

on the vitality of urban local areas or specific functional areas.

Although this method can obtain the correlation and

statistical significance between built environment elements

and spatial vitality, it is difficult to use for establishing the

causal relationship between variables and for analyzing the

complex relationship between urban spatial vitality and

influencing factors. In particular, factors such as spatial

accessibility and market economic activities have an

important impact on the vitality of urban space, but these

variables cannot be directly observed. Traditionally, some

distance factors such as the location and agglomeration of

commercial facilities are often used to replace accessibility and

market economic activities, but whether these indicators can

be accurately measured has not been verified. In addition,

compared with other emerging data, MPSD has obvious

advantages in analyzing the vitality of urban space. On the

one hand, MPSD is a direct response of individuals in urban

populations with very high spatial resolution and smaller

granularity. On the other hand, MPSD can have better

timeliness, which is an important reason why many current

research works use MPSD (De Nadai et al., 2016; Yue et al.,

2016).

Therefore, this research will use MPSD data to measure the

vitality of urban space, analyze the situation of urban space

vitality, and use a structural equation model to analyze the causes

of urban space vitality. We focus on the distribution pattern of

urban spatial vitality in different times, the vitality persistence

(vitality stability), and its relationship with the urban built

environment. This study is organized as follows: the

introduction section gives the background of this study and a

descriptive literature review. The latter consists of a summary of

the reviewed articles and examines the concept of urban vibrancy

and related studies in MPSD. Section 2 explains the research

methods, including the data and analytical methods used. Section

3 elaborates the analysis results. Section 4 discusses the findings

from the viewpoint of urban planning practices. Section 5

concludes the study. Our study follows the trend of academic

research and attempts to use advanced spatiotemporal analysis

techniques to conduct an in-depth analysis of urban vitality to

advance the scientific understanding of sustainable urban

development.

2 Data and methodology

2.1 Study area

Changsha is the capital city of Hunan Province, an

important central city in the middle reaches of the Yangtze

River. The city was identified by the Chinese Central

Government as an important political, economic,

educational, cultural, and transportation center in the

central region. With the continuous economic development

of Changsha Zhuzhou and Xiangtan urban agglomerations

and the continuous advancement of national strategies such as

the rise of Central China, the middle reaches of the Yangtze

River, the Yangtze River Economic Belt, and the “One Belt and

One Road” initiative, the development of Changsha has

ushered in a significant period of opportunity.

Furthermore, its international status has been elevated. As

China continues to shift its development focus to the central

region, Changsha’s future becomes promising. Changsha is

one of the most famous cities in China. The spatial behavior of

urban people is typical, making it a good research area for

urban vitality research (Figure 1).

Changsha City has six districts and three counties. The

spatial activities of urban people mainly occur in the areas

that have been built in the city. By comparing satellite maps

and administrative boundary data, we selected Tianxing District,

Yuelu District, Yuhua District, Kaifu District, most of

Wangcheng District, Furong District, and part of Xingsha

County as the study area (Table 1).

2.2 Data sources

This study used four types of data, namely, MPSD, POI

data, road network data, and the administrative boundaries of

the study area. First, the MPSD are obtained from Hunan

Mobile Company. The data covered weekdays and weekends

in July 2021 when weather conditions were good. In order to

protect privacy, Hunan Mobile uses a 200 m × 200 m grid to

count the number of people distributed in time and space.

Mobile phone data depict the spatiotemporal characteristics

of the activities of individuals (Qian et al., 2021). Several

previous studies have proven that MPSD are effective in

determining the temporal and spatial distribution of the
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urban population (Fan et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2019; Yin et al.,

2021). We selected hourly cell phone signal data from 9 a.m. to

9 p.m. for the following reasons. First, during the night period

(21:00–06:00), urban residents are mainly concentrated in

urban living spaces, and the usage of urban public space is

small. Second, from 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., urban traffic

commutes make the spatial activity highly dynamic and the

response to the spatial vitality inaccurate.

The POI data in July 2021 were obtained from the online map

service platform GAODEmap (http://lbs.amap.com/) by calling the

open API Python programming. Each POI data include name,

address, longitude, and latitude. After data cleaning, coordinate

transformation, and sorting, the effective data volume exceeded

300,000. On this basis, we established a database of different types of

POI in the study area. The road network data which were used to

extract the study area were obtained from the OpenStreetMap

FIGURE 1
Research area.

TABLE 1 Detailed scope of the study area.

Study area Include area only Not included area

Yuelu District All regions except exclude regions Yuchangping Street, Lianhua Town, Hanpu Street, Xueshi Street,
Zhongtang Village, Yujiang Village, Shuanghu Village, Baiquan Village,
Xinghe Village, Lianhuashan Village, Taiping Village

Kaifu District All regions except exclude regions Hanhui Village, Shuangtang Village, Zhuan Village, Shulin Village, Shaping
Village, Zhongshan Village, Xinyuan Village, Jinxia New Village, Tiansheng
Community

Wangcheng
District

Moon Island Street, Baishazhou Street, Daze Lake Street, Jinshanqiao
Community, Jinping Community, Guifang Village, Gaochong Village,
Renhe Community, Lianhu Community, Baifutang Community, Gaotang
Community, Yujiapo Community

Changsha
County

Quantang Street, Langli Street, Xianglong Street, Xingsha Street, Longxiang
Community, Huaxiang Village, Changlong Village, Longjing Community

Yuhua District All regions except exclude regions Tiaoma Town

Tianxin District All regions except exclude regions Xuxing Village

Furong District All areas
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(http://www.openstreetmap.org/). Changsha administrative division

boundary data come from the Institute of Geography and Resources,

Chinese Academy of Sciences.

2.3 Analysis framework and model
construction

2.3.1 Characterization of urban space vitality
density and its stability
2.3.1.1 Vitality density

Urban space vitality density refers to the intensity of

crowd activities in the urban space at a certain moment,

usually expressed by the ratio of the total population to the

research unit area. The larger the index value, the stronger the

vitality. This study is based on the general scale of urban block

units in Changsha City, and the study unit is divided into

800 m × 800 m grids for analysis. Table 2 shows the formulas

for calculating the space vitality density during the research

period.

2.3.1.2 Vitality stability

Vitality stability refers to the degree of dynamic changes in

the intensity of urban crowd activity during the overall study

period, that is, the degree of dispersion of the intensity of

urban crowd activity in a specific time period in the time

dimension, which is usually measured by the standard

deviation. The smaller the value, the more stable the

vitality. For the convenience of follow-up statistics, we have

carried out reverse normalization of this value, so that the

larger the index after normalization, the stronger the stability

of the indicated vitality. Table 3 shows the calculation formula

of vitality stability.

2.3.2 Structural equation model approach
Since the development of the SEM model in the 1990s, it has

promoted the research process in the fields of psychology,

economics, sociology, and spatial planning (Halkos et al.,

2021; Liu et al., 2021; Tong et al., 2021). The main advantage

of using SEM over multivariate regression models and univariate

regression is the opportunity to model complicated

interrelationships among dependent and/or independent

variables (Najaf et al., 2018). SEM can estimate direct effects,

indirect effects, and total effects, which gives a deeper and more

comprehensive insight into the links between variables than

ordinary linear models (Tong et al., 2021). In addition, SEM

can be applied to cope with the problem of endogeneity when it is

caused by simultaneous causality (Jo and Jeon, 2021; Tong et al.,

2021; Shami et al., 2022). In order to ensure the reliability of the

SEM model, a large number of fitting parameters have been

developed, including goodness-of-fit index (GFI), normed fit

index (NFI), comparative fit index (CFI), and Tucker–Lewis

TABLE 2 Vitality density formulas for weekdays and weekends.

Variables Formula Description

Weekday density
Di,work � ∑3

j�1(∑13

i�1Pi,jwork )
S × 13 × 3 .

Di,work is the weekday density. Pi, jwork is the number of users in the ith hour on the jth working day.

Weekend density
Di,rest � ∑2

j�1(∑13

i�1Pi,jrest )
S × 13 × 2 .

Di,work is the weekend density. Pi, jrest is the number of users in the ith hour on the jth weekends.

Notes: The research selects hourly MDSP, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

TABLE 3 Vitality stability formulas for weekday and weekends.

Variables Formula Description

Weekday stability
Sj �

�������������������
1
13

× ∑13

i�1(Di,j − �Dj)2
√

,

Swork � 1
2
× ∑3

j�1Sj .

Sj is the standard deviation of user density on the jth day. Di,j is the user density on the jth day, ith hour of the ith block.
�Dj is the average user density on the jth day. Swork is the standard deviation of user density on Weekday.

Weekend stability
Sj �

�������������������
1
13

× ∑13

i�1(Di,j − �Dj)2
√

,

Srest � 1
2
× ∑2

j�1Sj .

Si, j is the standard deviation of user density on the jth day of the ith block.Di,j is the user density on the kth day, ith hour
of the ith block. �Dj is the average user density on the kth day. Srest is the standard deviation of user density on weekends
of the ith block.

Dimensionless S′k � Sk−Smin
Smax−Smin

. S′k is the stability index of the kth block, which is the value of the standard deviation index, which is standardized
(dimensionless). Sk is the standard deviation of the kth block, Smax is the standard deviation maximum value among
1,475 blocks, and Smin is the standard deviation minimum value.

Notes: The research selects hourly MDSP, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
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coefficient (TLI). On this basis, we choose the most commonly

used indicators, namely, TLI, NFI, GFI, SRMR, and CFI to test

SEM (Xie et al., 2020).

AMOS is an added SPSS module and is specifically used for

SEM. Through AMOS, we can draw models graphically using

simple drawing tools. AMOS performs the computations for

SEM and displays the results quickly (Shami et al., 2022). These

features provide great convenience for this research.

2.3.3 Construction of the theoretical model
Taking Changsha urban built-up area as a case study area,

the structural equation model was elaborated and consists of a

measurement model and a structural model (Figure 2). In

previous urban population density studies, shopping

facilities, catering facilities, entertainment facilities, hotel

accommodation facilities, and daily life service facilities are

widely used factors (Li et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2021; Chen et al.,

2022; Li et al., 2022). Subway, taxis, and other modes of

transportation, which are components of transportation

accessibility, are almost mandatory factors in all studies on

population density distribution and spatial vitality (Yue et al.,

2021; Guo et al., 2022). Scholars have also adopted elements

such as spatial landscape and cultural attractions (Lin et al.,

2021; Niu et al., 2021; Xu and Chen, 2021). The spatial behavior

and spatial flow of urban people mainly consider the influence

of three aspects: the push end, the pull end, and the link channel

between the two. The research on the vitality of urban space

mainly considers the tension end and the link channel. The link

channel refers to the accessibility of traffic, whereas the pull

section refers to the spatial attribute that meets the public needs

of the urban population. The functional attributes of public

space come from two ways: one is the land-use attribute given

by spatial planning, and the other is the dynamic and stable

attribute formed by the continuous operation of the market

economy. For the renewal of urban built-up areas, it is more

reasonable to consider the dynamic and stable attributes

generated by market operation, which is also the dynamic

demand for urban space vitality. However, the spatial

dynamism of government-led facilities such as educational

facilities and medical facilities is moot. This type of facility is

planned in accordance with the configuration standard of

public service facilities, and it is not necessary to enhance

the vitality of the space. Therefore, we choose the average

vitality density and vitality stability of weekdays and

weekends as endogenous variables. According to the

attributes of urban space facilities, urban functional facilities

are divided into three types of endogenous variables: market-led

facilities, spatial quality, and traffic accessibility. A geographic

information system will be an effective tool for visualizing the

results. The following three hypotheses are proposed to verify

the relationship between urban space vitality and built

environment characteristics.

FIGURE 2
Conceptual structural model.
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FIGURE 3
Spatial distribution of independent variables. (A) Natural scenery. (B) Cultural and historical characteristics. (C) Dining facilities. (D) Hotel
accommodation. (E) Leisure and entertainment. (F) Shopping facility. (G) Daily life. (H) Taxi densities. (I) Subway distance.
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H 1. The greater the density of market-led implementation,

the more vibrant the urban space.

H 2. The greater the traffic accessibility, the more vibrant the

urban space.

H 3. The better the quality of the space, the more vibrant the

urban space.

2.3.4 Variable settings
2.3.4.1 Exogenous variable

The exogenous variables of this study are the functional

characteristics of the urban built environment. Except for the

parameter of traffic accessibility, which is the same as the index

used by a large number of scholars, we have made innovations in

other exogenous variables. According to the construction and use

attributes of functional space, an environmental factor index

system that is composed of market intervention facility, spatial

quality, and traffic accessibility of the urban space has been

constructed.

2.3.4.1.1 The impact of the market intervention facility.

The implementation of a large number of commercial

administrations in the city has fully considered the vitality of

the urban space when selecting the site and has an impact on the

vitality of the city. Among them, the layout and scale of

commercial facilities, catering facilities and living service

facilities are mainly determined by the market environment.

Therefore, this study integrated the number of commercial

facilities, catering facilities, living service facilities, leisure and

entertainment facilities, and hotel accommodation facilities per

unit area into the market intervention facility index system.

2.3.4.1.2 The impact of spatial quality. Whether the urban

space has good natural scenery and cultural and historical

characteristics are important parameters to measure the

attractiveness of the space. The spatial quality of this research

refers to scenic spots with natural landscape attributes and

historical sites with cultural and historical attributes. It is

quantified by spatial density.

2.3.4.1.3 The impact of traffic accessibility. Traffic

accessibility refers to the convenience of transportation to a

specific space in a city, and is used as a common indicator in

the study of urban space vitality (Niu et al., 2021; Guo et al.,

2022). Numerous scholars usually take the development of urban

public transportation as an important parameter to measure

traffic accessibility (Yang et al., 2021; Yue et al., 2021). Inspired

by this convention, this study mainly used the number of taxis

per unit area and the distance to nearby subway stations as

indicators to measure traffic accessibility. The significance of

urban bus stops is poor in the analysis process, so the factor of

bus stops is not included in the model analysis. To ensure the

convenience of data processing, the accessibility indicators are

normalized (dimensionless). In addition, the distance from the

subway station is reversely processed to ensure that the larger the

value, the closer the distance to the subway station.

Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of all these observed

variables.

2.3.4.2 Endogenous variable

This research uses urban spatial vitality as an endogenous

variable. Urban spatial vitality refers to the distribution of

people in space and the balance of time dimensions.

According to previous studies on urban space vitality (Li

et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021), this research takes vitality

stability and vitality density as observed variables. Given

the overall reverse difference between the vitality density

and vitality stability of Changsha City, to ensure the

stability of the model, the vitality density and vitality

stability will be modeled separately. At the same time, the

spatial vitality between weekdays and weekends has

differences, so they are evaluated separately.

2.3.5 Reliability and validity testing
In order to ensure the validity of model fitting evaluation and

hypothesis testing, this study conducted reliability and validity

tests on variables. In this study, Cronbach’s coefficient alpha

(CCA) and composite reliability (CR) were used to test the

reliability of the data, and the validity was assessed by

calculating the mean variance (AVE). Both CCA and CR

should be greater than 0.7, and AVE should be kept above 0.5

(Halkos et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021). In this study, confirmatory

factor analysis was used to measure the reliability and validity of

the variables (Table 4). The analysis results show that the

variables used in the study have good reliability and

discriminant validity except for the assumption of spatial

characteristics. Among them, the CCA value of spatial

characteristic elements is slightly lower than the suggested

value, because the spatial distribution of natural landscape

and human landscape is often mutually exclusive. Moreover,

the analysis unit of the study fails to include a wider range of

spatial elements. Overall, the hypotheses and variables

constructed by the study set the requirements for compound

analysis.

3 Results and analysis

3.1 Spatial–temporal distribution of vitality

3.1.1 Spatial–temporal distribution of human
vitality density

We divided the values of vitality density into 10 levels at

natural breaks in classification (Jenks). Levels 1–10 represent

density from low to high (Figure 4). The spatial vitality of

urban crowds in Changsha shows a similar spatial pattern on

both weekdays and rest days, that is, the central urban area is
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a high-vitality density area, and the urban peripheral area is a

low-vitality density area. In particular, the spatial vitality of

urban crowds in Changsha can be divided into three-level

areas. The first-level area is the city center area; the second-

level area is the Xianjia Lake–Meixi Lake area, Xingsha area,

and Jingwanzi area; and the third-level area is the Jinxia area,

Moon Island area, high-speed railway, and exhibition area.

In terms of the difference in vitality density between weekday

and rest days, the changes in the urban center are the most

significant. For rest days, the vitality density in the central

TABLE 4 Reliability and validity of all variables (N = 1,475).

Latent variable Observed variable Mean SD CCA CR AVE

Vitality density Weekday vitality density 0.081 0.096 0.984 0.99 0.981

Weekend vitality density 0.069 0.082

Vitality stability Weekday vitality stability 0.891 0.125 0.726 0.918 0.871

Weekend vitality stability 0.964 0.051

A_market intervention Shopping facility 0.045 0.086 0.929 0.958 0.835

Dining facilities 0.061 0.103

Hotel accommodation 0.015 0.05

Daily life 0.081 0.123

Leisure and entertainment 0.047 0.078

B_traffic accessibility Subway distance 0.775 0.195 0.713 0.718 0.654

Taxi densities 0.057 0.106

C_spatial quality Natural scenery 0.023 0.062 0.695 0.702 0.654

Cultural and historical characteristics 0.008 0.043

Notes: Total explained variance: 81.846%. Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure of sampling adequacy = 0.879.

FIGURE 4
Weekday (left) and weekend (right) density of human activities.
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area of the city generally shows a downward trend, the range

of high density is shrinking and the agglomeration intensity

is increasing. It shows that the urban crowd gathers in the

core area of the city center at a high density on rest days, and

urban crowds do not tend to gather in urban areas on

rest days.

3.1.2 Spatial–temporal distribution of human
vitality stability

We divided values of vitality stability into 10 grades at

natural breaks (Figure 5). The closer the color of the block is to

red, the higher the stability; the closer to blue, the lower the

stability. The overall stability of urban vitality and the density

of urban vitality show a reverse pattern, that is, high-density

areas show a state of low stability, and low-density areas are in

a state of high stability. This result fully shows that the

mobility of the urban population is significant. In

particular, the stability of the city center is low. A

significant difference exists in the stability of urban vitality

on weekday and rest days. The stability of urban space vitality

on rest days has been significantly improved, especially in the

outer areas of the city center. Combined with the analysis of

vitality density and vitality stability, the vitality density and

vitality stability of the peripheral areas of the city center are

both higher.

3.2 Analysis of environmental impacts on
the vitality of urban spaces

The previous research results have shown that the urban

spatial vitality density and stability of Changsha City generally

present opposite spatial states. Therefore, to ensure the model

analysis’s accuracy, we separately carried out the model analysis

of vitality density and stability. Model 1–model 4 depict the

activity density of weekdays, vitality density of rest days, vitality

stability of weekdays, and vitality stability of rest days,

respectively. Table 5 shows the goodness-of-fit measures of

the model, including GFI, CFI, NFI, TLI, and SRMR. All

indices surpassed the recommended threshold for SEM,

indicating a satisfactory level of goodness-of-fit.

3.2.1 The impact of traffic accessibility
The results of the model (Table 6) show that the direct impact

of traffic accessibility on the vitality of urban space is 0.74 and

0.669 on weekdays and weekends, respectively. That is, the higher

the transit accessibility of the waterfront open space, the higher

the level of vitality. The effect of traffic accessibility on the

stability of space vitality is the opposite,

with −0.803 and −0.474 on weekdays and weekends,

respectively. Moreover, the impact of traffic accessibility on

weekdays is higher than that on rest days, the negative impact

FIGURE 5
Weekday (left) and weekend (right) stability of human activities.
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of traffic accessibility on stability is weaker on weekends, and the

positive impact on vitality density is also weaker.

This study is consistent with the view of traditional urban

space vitality analysis that good transportation accessibility can

increase the frequency of interaction between urban population

and urban space, thereby enhancing the vitality of urban space

(Delclòs-Alió and Miralles-Guasch, 2018; Niu et al., 2021; Yang

et al., 2021). Some research results reveal the negative impact of

transportation accessibility on urban vitality (Liu et al., 2021).

This study also found that good transportation accessibility leads

to a decrease in the stability of urban vitality.

3.2.2 The impact of market intervention facility
Market intervention factors have a positive impact on the

vitality of urban space, and their impact factors are 0.295 and

0.364 on weekdays and weekends, respectively. Thus, market

intervention factors have a greater impact on the vitality of urban

space on weekends. People tend to patronize market intervention

facilities on weekends, and their consumption behavior is also

more intensive. The factors of market intervention have a

negative impact on the stability of urban spatial vitality on

weekdays and weekends, and the impact is greater on

weekends. This result fully shows that the more concentrated

urban market facilities, the more unstable the urban vitality,

especially on weekends.

Five observed variables representing attributes of the market

intervention were found to positively affect the vitality: shopping

facility, dining facilities, hotel accommodation, daily life, and

leisure and entertainment. The results of shopping facilities and

dining facilities are in line with previous findings (Xia et al., 2020;

Li et al., 2021).

3.2.3 The impact of spatial quality
The influence of spatial quality on the vitality density and

vitality stability of urban space is small whether it is a weekday or

a rest day. The direct impact of spatial quality on the vitality

density of urban space is −0.023 and −0.025 on weekdays and

weekends, respectively. The direct impact of spatial quality on the

stability of urban space vitality is 0.027 and 0.026 on weekdays

and weekends, respectively. Thus, the richer the urban spatial

quality, the lower the urban vitality density, and the better the

sustainability of crowd space agglomeration.

TABLE 5 Model fit indicators.

Model fit
index

GFI CFI NFI TLI SRMR

Recommended value >0.9 >0.9 >0.9 >0.9 <0.1

Model 1 Weekday vitality density 0.937 0.971 0.969 0.955 0.023

Model 2 Weekend vitality density 0.939 0.983 0.982 0.974 0.024

Model 3 Weekday vitality stability 0.928 0.982 0.981 0.972 0.026

Model 4 Weekend vitality stability 0.914 0.973 0.972 0.958 0.028

TABLE 6 Hypotheses tests.

Model Relationship Influence
coefficient

Standard error Standard deviation Result

Model 1 Market intervention→Weekday vitality density 0.295 0.114 3.401 Supported

Traffic accessibility→Weekday vitality density 0.74 0.102 7.257 Supported

Spatial quality→Weekday vitality density −0.023 0.098 −1.017 Not supported

Model 2 Market intervention→Weekend vitality density 0.364 0.098 4.155 Supported

Traffic accessibility→Weekend vitality density 0.669 0.084 6.636 Supported

Spatial quality→Weekend vitality density −0.025 0.083 −1.167 Not supported

Model 3 Market intervention→Weekday vitality stability −0.211 0.17 −2.051 Not supported

Traffic accessibility→Weekday vitality stability −0.803 0.148 −6.754 Not supported

Spatial quality→Weekday vitality stability 0.027 0.139 0.94 Supported

Model 4 Market intervention→Weekend vitality stability −0.505 0.044 −7.718 Not supported

Traffic accessibility→Weekend vitality stability −0.474 0.037 −6.644 Not supported

Spatial quality→Weekend vitality stability 0.026 0.058 1.184 Supported
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In general, the intensity of the influence of spatial elements

on the urban spatial vitality density is in descending order: traffic

accessibility, market intervention, and spatial characteristics.

Among them, the influence of spatial characteristics is small.

Spatial characteristics have similar effects on the stability of

urban vitality during weekdays and weekends. The influence

of traffic accessibility on the stability of urban spatial vitality on

weekdays is greater than that on rest days, and the impact of

market intervention factors on the stability of urban spatial

vitality on weekdays is smaller than that on rest days.

4 Discussion

4.1 Comparison with existing research

The research results show that the vitality density and vitality

stability of the urban population are in opposite states whether it is a

work day or a rest day. The spatial distribution pattern of its vitality

density is basically consistent with previous studies (Delclòs-Alió

and Miralles-Guasch, 2018; Liu and Long, 2019; Guo et al., 2021),

that is, the urban center area has a high-vitality density, and the

vitality density of urban fringe areas continues to decrease. However,

the opposite pattern characteristics of vitality density and vitality

stability are different from the research results of Shanghai

waterfront space (Liu et al., 2021). We comparatively analyzed

the results of this study and found a significant difference

between the vitality distribution status of city-wide regions and

smaller regions. In a smaller area, high dynamism and high stability

coexist, but this situation is almost non-existent on the overall scale

of the city. This finding illustrates the value of studying the spatial

dynamism of a city as a whole. The impact of urban transportation

accessibility on urban vitality density is significant; and the better the

accessibility, the greater the vitality density. This finding is consistent

with other research results (Lu et al., 2019; Niu et al., 2021).

However, the effect of traffic accessibility on the stability of

urban vitality is the opposite. In particular, efficient urban traffic

often leads to high-frequency flow of urban people, but it is not

conducive to the continuous gathering of urban people in the same

space. The impact of market-led facilities on the vitality of urban

spaces is similar to that of urban transport accessibility.

4.2 Suggestions for urban space
optimization

The study of urban spatial vitality patterns and influencing

factors has important implications for urban spatial optimization

and spatial structure adjustment. The urban spatial structure is

the distribution state of different spatial attributes or spatial

functions in the city, including the agglomeration and connection

of spatial elements. From the perspective of attribute types, the

spatial structure can be divided into the spatial structure of

population distribution, green space structure, commercial

spatial structure, and employment spatial structure (Wu and

Plantinga, 2003; Gong et al., 2017; Mathey et al., 2021; Zhou,

2022). The agglomeration of public space and the connection

between different agglomeration points have obvious interactive

characteristics with the spatial agglomeration of urban people.

This study clarifies the impact of different functional spaces on

urban vitality, which has a good reference for urban space

optimization and structural adjustment.

Research shows that the vitality and stability of urban space are

affected by the elements of the urban built environment. In turn, the

improvement of the vitality of urban public space will promote the

optimization of urban space quality and its spatial structure. Urban

transportation accessibility is the most critical factor affecting urban

vitality, followed bymarket intervention attributes. The improvement in

the stability of urban spatial vitality on weekends is mainly due to the

decrease in the influence of traffic accessibility and the increase in the

influence intensity of the elements of the market intervention attribute.

Therefore, the adjustment of urban spatial structure should pay

attention to the elements of urban traffic and market intervention

attributes, and consider them together. The layout of facilities related to

market intervention attributes should be increased in the periphery of

the city center, especially the Jinxia area, Muyun area, University Town

area andMoon Island area; in theXianjiahu–Meixihu area andXingsha

area, short-distance traffic should be improved. The accessibility of the

high-speed rail station, the exhibition area, and the Jingwanzi District to

the city’s central business district should be improved.

The elements of spatial characteristic attributes have a weak

negative impact on the urban spatial vitality density, but at the

same time, they have a weak positive impact on the vitality

stability. This may have a strong relationship with the

environmental quality, scale, and supporting facilities of urban

natural and human landscapes. Therefore, urban spaces with

spatial characteristics should be optimized through landscape

planning, environmental improvement, and regional support.

4.3 Implications for urban renewal actions

The improvement of urban space vitality is one of the core

purposes of urban renewal and stock planning. At present,

China’s urbanization process has entered the era of stock

development. How to enhance the vitality of urban space

through space optimization and create a city full of vitality

is particularly urgent. Analyzing the spatial distribution of

urban spatial vitality density and stability can provide

important methods for urban physical examination and

urban planning evaluation by ensuring that planners and

policymakers can quickly and effectively identify urban-

wide spatial vitality issues. The research analyzes the degree

of influence of different influencing factors on the vitality of

urban space, which provides a direct basis for the formulation

of urban space development policy and space renewal. For
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example, in the optimization of market-led facilities, market-

led facilities must be given proper guidance through urban

policies, taxation, space environment improvement, and other

methods to promote their rational layout. Spatial quality is the

only element that has a positive effect on the vitality and

stability of urban space. Thus, the optimization of urban space

should focus on the combined planning or adjustment of

featured spaces and other types of urban spaces.

4.4 Limitations and uncertainty

The study analyzes the distribution pattern of urban spatial

vitality density in different time periods and analyzes the urban

vitality stability status on the basis of hourly changes in the urban

population. Through SEM, the influencing factors of urban space

vitality are discussed. The research provides a useful reference for

urban spatial structure adjustment, stock planning and urban

renewal, urban vitality enhancement, and spatial quality

optimization.

However, similar to any empirical research, this study

suffers from limitations. On the one hand, the research is

insufficient in the analysis of urban function mixed feature

intervention, micro-spatial features and design features, and

spatial–temporal heterogeneity of influencing mechanisms.

On the other hand, although an epidemic did not occur in

the study area during the period selected in this study, the

subsequent interference of the novel coronavirus disease

(COVID-19) was insufficiently explained in this study.

These shortcomings will be addressed through model

optimization and feature mining, which we may explore in

future research.

5 Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to analyze the distribution

pattern of urban population in urban space at different time

periods and to analyze the influencing factors of spatial vitality.

The research uses MPSD to reveal the spatial vitality density and

vitality stability of urban population on weekdays and rest days.

On this basis, the influence mechanism of urban vitality density

and vitality stability in different time periods was analyzed using

the SEM model. The research provides a useful reference for

urban space optimization and structural adjustment. The result

shows

1) On the urban scale, the overall spatial vitality density and

vitality stability show a reverse pattern, that is, the high-

vitality density area presents a low-vitality stability state, and

the low-vitality density area presents a low-vitality state. The

city center area has the highest density of vitality due to the

attraction of commercial centers. The city’s vitality density

continues to decline from the urban center to the urban

periphery.

2) The overall urban vitality density on rest days is slightly lower

than that on weekdays, and the stability of vitality on rest days

is significantly higher than that on weekdays. Xianjia

Lake–Meixi Lake area, Xingsha area, Jingwanzi area, and

University Town area performed better in rest day vitality

density and vitality stability.

3) According to the structural equation model hypothesis, each

model supports two hypotheses and rejects one hypothesis.

Urban transportation accessibility has the greatest impact on

the city’s vitality density at various time periods and the

stability of the vitality on weekday, followed by market

intervention facilities, and the least impact is on spatial

characteristics. The impact of rest day traffic accessibility is

slightly smaller than that of market intervention facilities.

Urban transportation accessibility and market intervention

facilities have a positive impact on urban vitality density and a

negative impact on urban vitality stability. Spatial features are

the opposite.

This study fully demonstrates a significant interaction

between urban spatial vitality and vitality stability and the

urban built environment. The adjustment of urban spatial

structure should strengthen the coordination between the

construction of urban transportation networks and the

improvement of urban market intervention facilities to

jointly promote the improvement of urban vitality and

spatial quality. Taking Changsha City as an example, the

study analyzes the spatial distribution pattern of spatial

vitality density and vitality stability at the urban scale. The

study uses MPSD and spatial facility location data.

Considering that these types of data are easy to obtain, this

method can inform other urban or regional studies. In

addition, our research results provide a direct reference for

the optimization of urban spatial environment. Particularly in

the preliminary work of urban renewal and stock planning, it

can play a key role, such as in the identification of urban

problem spaces, the selection of renewal modes, and the

cognition of spatial characteristics.
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